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Reinventing the
Art Experience
A new connected
experience for all art lovers
The art market has undergone significant
change especially in the recent months.
Deciding to reinvent the ways in which Art can
be experienced that can bring value to both
artists and end consumers. Art is no longer
confined to galleries and museums.
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We are living in an age of global crises which the Covid-19 pandemic has intensified.
These include: the poor health and unhealthy living situations of millions of people
across the world; the escalating climate emergency; deeply embedded social and
economic inequalities in our societies; and the rapid transformations in work and the
economy which will affect the employment and livelihood opportunities for all.

The brief

Invitation to radical design thinking seeking to harness the creativity that comes with
the crisis. How can we create healthier, greener, equal and prosperous societies?

The begining

Diverging for a solution
The first step taken in the project was to break the various themes
shared. Using a mind map to diverge on the various ideas and
thoughts that came to find in relation to the solution

Theme

Choosing a theme
Leaning more towards the environment brief the question asked while
streaming the theme was “how can we design better places?”
Choosing various topics from the mind map the other question asked was “how
might we (HMW) ……?”
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Using the above HMW to diverge further on specific idea routes by mixing and
combining them. One of the topic that peaked interest during internal group
discussion was ‘better engage people and empower member of societies to
create happier communities by using art’

“Art helps us connect to our inner selves and understand the world around us”
Jonathan Fineberg
Director, University of the Arts in Philadelphia.

Numbers

Key Metrics
62 %

94 %

Artists were fully unemployed

Experienced a loss of income
from the pandemic.

Estimated the Indian art
market as of 2017

Source:
Northeastern News

Source:
FICCI-KPMG report

Source:
Northeastern News

$14.6 M

What was done

Scope of work and timeline
Using the key metrics and studying the problems of today it was
noticed to build a solution that involved an ability to connect
remotely but also have an experiential process

Research

Review

Market methods were
studied and technology
trend, social learning and
DIY was noticed

Creating a memory by
engaging audiences.
Finding use of vacant
spaces

DISCOVERY

UX

Strategy

Easy to adopt be it indoors
and outdoors. Building a
shared community and
awareness

Sustaining the community
by creating platforms for
artists to be enabled
through all touchpoints

DESIGN

CONCEPT

Research Market study, trend study, inspiration collection

UX User journey

Strategy

Scalability of concept, community building

UI

Concept ideation

Solution

Project goals
01

02

04

03

05

Discover

Awareness

Safety

Connect

Artist Empowerment

Discovering new
mediums of experiencing
art individually/socially

Provide a journey to
facilitate experiencing
and learning of art

Include health
precautions and
practices

Building a community
that allow artists and
users interact with
each other

Deliver the best possible
service to consumers
while addressing artists
problems and needs

Solution

The Journey

Local Buildings
Repurposing vacant buildings
for artist to have interactive drive
thru experiences and set up
local showcases in their areas

Artist
Consumer
Fulfilling the need for users to
create new experiences from
their homes while maintaining
convenience and safety

Enabling artist to be connect
with end consumers and share
their work in various forms and
inviting them for workshops and
courses to build awareness
Shared Economy
Allow users to create a new memory
indoors while promoting creativity.
Brining together a community on
shared experiences

How it works

Art from not so afar
An application that enables users to connect with artists, their art
and communities in a simple manner from home to experiencing
art from their cars

Part 1

The arts world, from
your couch
An application that brings the library concept into
art allowing users to check out art for a fee from a
catalogue of installations to enjoy at home while
connecting artist to end customers. Users can
participate in the community in discussion, have
join viewing rooms, socially connect with artists for
live sessions and purchase pieces/workshops

Part 2

Reserve for a local
experience
Allowing consumers to reserve spots for viewings
of collections/exhibitions by artists in local galleries
or vacant offices/homes. This will allows users and
artists to maintain social distancing and allow
users to view collections in real life and share
together. This will allow easy access to local artists
and enable them with a platform to build customer
loyalty

Part 3

Drive thru made
colourful
Scaling the solution would be reusing empty
spaces where artist can express their art and
consumers can drive thru the exhibit. User scan a
QR code to receive relevant information in the
forms of narrations and interactions. The consumer
will be able to download the pieces, make
purchases and donate to the artist.

Thank you for reading!
My name is Anchal Agarwal, I am a UX Designer residing in Bangalore India. A little about
myself, Im passionate about circular design, love dogs, painting and baking chocolate
goodies.
Looking forward to hearing from you.

